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1 Scenario
This guide gives an overview of how to configure different IDoc-XI-IDoc scenarios using
alternative identifiers and header mapping. However, the contents are also relevant to
other interfaces, for instance, scenarios involving systems that use the RNIF adapter.
The table below shows the scenarios that will be addressed, and the different
approaches that will be applied.
Case

Inbound
Party Type
Sender / Recv.
LS / LS

Alternative
Identifiers

Header
Mapping

1

Outbound
Party Type
Sender / Recv.
LS / LS

Chapter

⎯

Identifiers in
Communication
Channel
⎯

⎯
✓

⎯

✓

4

3

2

≠LS / ≠LS

≠LS / ≠LS

3*

≠LS / ≠LS

≠LS / ≠LS

4

≠LS / ≠LS

LS / LS

✓

✓

⎯

6

5

≠LS / ≠LS

≠LS / LS

✓

✓

✓

7

6

LS / LS

≠LS / ≠LS

✓

✓

✓

8

≠LS / ≠LS

✓

✓

✓

9

LS / ≠LS
* Master data consolidated
7

5

2 Introduction
An IDoc that is sent to the inbound channel of the Integration Server is converted from
native IDoc format to IDoc XML format by the IDoc adapter. The IDoc adapter calls the
Integration Engine pipeline for routing and mapping purposes. The XML message that is
sent to the Integration Server consists of a header and a body with the IDoc XML as the
payload.
The sender service within the message header is identified by the adapter-specific
identifiers. For business systems that are maintained in the System Landscape Directory
(SLD), the relevant properties are replicated into the Integration Directory. For business
services, you can enter the adapter-specific identifiers directly in the Integration
Directory. For SAP systems, the sender service is determined by the system ID of the
sender port and by the client. For non-SAP systems, it is identified by the logical system
name.
The sender and receiver party within the message header are specified depending on
the IDoc partner type. For logical systems (partner type LS), the service remains partyless. For any other, an alternative party is generated as follows:
Party name
Identification scheme
Agency

IDoc partner number
ALE#<partner-type>#<partner-role>
Service (identified as described above)

In order to normalize the alternative party, that is, to replace it with an internal XI party,
you have to specify alternative identifiers. The conversion can be done in both the
inbound channel and the outbound channel of the Integration Server.
The IDoc adapter at the Integration Server outbound channel converts the IDoc XML to
native IDoc format, and sends the IDoc to the receiver system. The IDoc partner is

identified by the sender and receiver service in the message header. For party-less
services, the IDoc partner is a logical system. Otherwise, the IDoc partner is identified
using the alternative party. In the case of a normalized party, you have to define
alternative identifiers in the communication channel. Furthermore, you can modify the
party and service by a header mapping. The header mapping is required within the
receiver agreement, hence you only define it at the outbound channel of the Integration
Server. There, it is executed before the internal XI party is converted to the alternative
party.
The control record of the IDoc is discarded and renewed by the IDoc adapter. If you want
to add values to the control record, you have to select the Apply Control Record Values
from Payload checkbox in the communication channel. When a new communication
channel of type IDoc is created, the flag is set by default. If the flag is not set, the
settings comply with XI 2.0. For more information, see SAP Note 728792.

3 Case 1: IDoc of Type Logical System (LS)
IDocs

SYIDOC

B6M_000

Integration
Server

IDocs

SYIDOC

U6D_700

XID_113

IDoc Party Name / Type

XI Party Agency / Scheme / Name / Service

IDoc Party Name / Type

Sender:

B6MCLNT000 / LS

- / - / - / B6M_000

B6MCLNT000 / LS

Receiver:

XIDCLNT113 / LS

- / - / - / XID_113

XIDCLNT113 / LS

3.1

Maintain Partner Profiles in Sender and Receiver Systems

1. In the sender system, call
transaction WE21 to create the tRFC
port SAPU6D.
Maintain the RFC destination
U6D_700 to address the Integration
Server.

2. In the sender system, call
transaction WE20 to maintain the
partner profile for the receiver
system CLNT113.
Select message type SYIDOC, the
corresponding basic type, and
receiver port SAPU6D as outbound
parameters.

3. In the receiver system, call
transaction WE20 to maintain the
partner profile for the sender system
B6MCLNT000.
Select message type SYIDOC as an
inbound parameter.

3.2

Maintain the System Landscape Directory (SLD)

The following steps are valid for all other business cases as well.
1. In the SLD, maintain the business
system B6M_000.
Select the technical system, the
system ID, the client, and the logical
system name.

2. In the Integration Directory, the
adapter-specific identifiers of
business system B6M_000 are
retrieved from the SLD.
The IDoc adapter uses system ID,
and client to determine the
corresponding service.

3.3

Maintain the Integration Server

The following steps are valid for all other business cases as well.
1. Call transaction IDX1 to maintain
port SAPB6M_000 to load the IDoc
metadata.

2. Call transaction IDX2 to obtain an
overview of the metadata that is
already loaded to the Integration
Server.

3.4

Integration Builder: Configuration

1. In the Integration Directory, create a
receiver determination, an interface
determination, and a receiver
agreement.
Select the party-less sender service
B6M_000, the sender interface
SYIDOC.SYIDOC01, the party-less
receiver service XID_113, the
inbound interface
SYIDOC.SYIDOC01, and the
communication channel IDoc.

2. Create a communication channel of
adapter type IDoc.
Select adapter type IDoc, RFC
destination XID_113, port SAPXID,
and the appropriate SAP release.

The Apply Control Record Values
from Payload checkbox is selected
by default.

3.5

Execute the Scenario

1. Send an IDoc of partner type LS
(logical system).
In the sender system, call
transaction WE05 to display the
outbound IDoc. The IDoc partner
type of both receiver and sender is
LS.

2. On the Integration Server, call
transaction SXMB_MONI
(Integration Engine Monitoring Æ
Monitor for Processed XML
Messages) to display the message.

3. In the receiver system, call
transaction WE05 to display the
inbound IDoc.
IDoc partner name and type remain
unchanged.

3.6

XI 2.0 Compliance

1. Option 1: The Apply Control Record
Values from Payload checkbox is
selected in the communication
channel.

2. Send an IDoc of message type
SYIDOC and message variant
(technical name: MESCOD) CHG.

3. Comparing IDoc Inbound and IDoc
Outbound header segments
indicates that the MESCOD field is
filled by the corresponding value of
the IDoc XML.

4. Option 2: The Apply Control Record
Values from Payload checkbox is
not selected (XI 2.0 compliant).

5. Comparing IDoc Inbound and IDoc
Outbound header segments
indicates that the MESCOD field is
not set.

4 Case 2: IDoc of Type ≠LS
Sender
(B6M_000)

Integration
Server
(U6D_700)

SYIDOC

Outbound IDoc header record:

IDoc Party Name Type
Sender:

SMITH

Inbound IDoc header record:

Alternative Identifiers in
Sender Party Party_One:

US

IDoc Party Name Type
0000009901

LI

IDoc Party Name Type
Sender:

Agency

Receiver:

Receiver
(XID_112)

SYIDOC

Scheme

B6M_000

ALE#US

SMITH

XID_112

ALE#KU

0000010053

Alternative Identifiers in
Receiver Party Party_Two:
Agency

Scheme

Name

B6M_000

ALE#LI

0000009901

XID_112

ALE#LI

0000087021

Agency

Scheme

Sender:

XID_112

ALE#KU

Receiver:

XID_112

ALE#LI

Maintain Partner Profiles in Sender and Receiver Systems

1. In the sender system, call
transaction WE20 to maintain the
partner profile for partner 9901 of
type Vendor (LI).
Select message type SYIDOC, and
receiver port SAPU6D as outbound
parameters.

KU

IDoc Party Name Type
Receiver:

Alternative Identifiers in
Communication Channel:

4.1

0000010053

Name

0000087021

LI

2. In the receiver system, call
transaction WE20 to maintain the
partner profile for partner 10053 of
type Customer (KU).
Select message type SYIDOC as
inbound parameter.

4.2

Integration Builder: Configuration

1. In the Integration Directory, assign
business system B6M_000 to the
configuration scenario.
The party-less service is required for
the IDoc adapter to determine the
service by using system ID and
client.

2. Create party Party_One, and
assign business system B6M_000 to
it.
The XI party Party_One acts as the
sender party.

3. Maintain the alternative identifiers for
Party_One according to the figure
on the right.

4. Create party Party_Two, and
assign business system XID_112 to
it.
The XI party Party_Two acts as the
receiver party.

5. Maintain the alternative identifiers for
Party_Two according to the figure
on the right.

6. Create a communication channel of
adapter type IDoc.
Select adapter type IDoc, RFC
destination XID_112, port SAPXID,
and the appropriate SAP release.

7. Switch to the Identifiers tab page,
and maintain the alternative
identifiers for the sender and the
receiver according to the figure on
the right.
Party, agency, and scheme are used
to identify the IDoc partner at the
Integration Server outbound side.

4.3

Execute the Scenario

1. Send an IDoc with sender partner
SMITH of type User (US), and with
receiver partner 9901 of type
Vendor (LI).

2. At the inbound channel of the
Integration Server, an alternative
party is generated in the message
header consisting of party name,
identification scheme, and agency.

Note: If no alternative identifiers are
maintained, the alternative party is
displayed in the main header of the
XML message as shown in the
figure on the right.

3. If alternative identifiers are
maintained, the alternative parties
are normalized, that is, they are
replaced by the XI parties
Party_One and Party_Two,
respectively.

4. At the outbound channel of the
Integration Server, the IDoc partner
is identified using the alternative
party.

5. In the receiver system, call
transaction WE05 to display the
inbound IDoc.
The partner names and types are
converted.

4.4

XI 2.0 Compliance

1. In the communication channel, the
Apply Control Record Values from
Payload checkbox is not selected (XI
2.0 compliant).

2. Send an IDoc with sender partner
SMITH of type User (US) and
receiver partner 9901 of type
Vendor (LI).

3. The IDoc Outbound header section
indicates that the fields are filled as
follows:
Partner Number:
Sender Type:
Partner Function:
Direction:
Status:

<logical system>
LS (constant)
blank
2 (constant)
03 (constant)

5 Case 3: IDoc of Type ≠LS – Master Data Consolidated
This scenario is relevant for system landscapes where master data is already
consolidated, that is, master data for business partners, material, products etc., is
globally identical.
IDocs
B6M_000

Sender:
Receiver:

SYIDOC

Integration
Server

SYIDOC

U6D_700

IDocs
XID_113

IDoc Party Name / Type

XI Party Agency / Scheme / Name / Service

IDoc Party Name / Type

MILLER / US

B6M_000 / ALE#US / MILLER / B6M_000

MILLER / US

0000029603 / LI

B6M_000 / ALE#LI / 0000029603 / XID_113

0000029603 / LI

The alternative parties do not necessarily have to be normalized, because the partner
names and types are identical in both systems involved, although for monitoring reasons
it is recommended to do so. So, you do not have to maintain any alternative identifiers
within XI. This can be a significant advantage when you have a very large amount of
master data.
One approach for configuring this scenario would be to leave the alternative parties
unchanged, without any need for conversion. This works for the sender party but causes
problems for the receiver party: The party name is restricted to letters only, and if the
name of the party contains a number, it is not possible to enter the party in the receiver
agreement. Another problem occurs if two partners exist with identical partner numbers
but different partner types. Party agency and party scheme are ignored during interface
determination and receiver agreement. Therefore, the two parties cannot be
distinguished from each other. The next section illustrates this approach up to the point
where the problem occurs.
To solve this problem, use the following workaround: Enter a party-less receiver service
in the receiver determination. The alternative party is reconstructed using header
mapping (see section 5.2).

5.1

Approach: Configuring Using Context Objects Within the Receiver
Determination

1. Create a receiver determination.
Select sender party MILLER, and
sender service B6M_000.

Note: This is only possible because
the sender party in the current
example does not contain any
numbers (see below).

2. For the receiver party, select context
objects ReceiverPartyAgency, and
ReceiverPartyScheme, respectively.

3. Problem: For the receiver
agreement, you have to enter the
receiver party. However, this is not
possible if the receiver party
contains a number, as is the case in
the current example. As mentioned
above, only letters are permitted.

❢

5.2

Workaround: Configuring Using Header Mapping

1. Create a receiver determination, and
an interface determination.
Enter asterisks for sender party and
sender service, respectively.
Select receiver service XID_113.
This causes party, agency, and
scheme to disappear from the
message header.

2. In the receiver agreement, a header
mapping is required for the receiver
party.

3. In the header mapping, you have to
replace the receiver party with the
IDoc receiver partner number that is
provided in the payload of the XML
message. Hence, select the
appropriate XPath expression.
For the current example, enter
agency XID_113, and scheme
ALE#LI. Alternatively, enter an
XPath expression.

4. In the communication channel, no
alternative identifiers are required.

5.3

Execute the Scenario (Workaround)

1. Send an IDoc with sender partner
MILLER of type User (US), and
receiver partner 29603 of type
Vendor (LI).

2. As you can see in the message
monitoring, IDoc partner type and
number remain unchanged.

6 Case 4: Party (≠LS) Æ Partyless (LS)
Sender
(B6M_000)

Integration
Server
(U6D_700)

SYIDOC

Outbound IDoc header record:

IDoc Party Name Type
Sender:

SMITH

0000009901

Inbound IDoc header record:

Alternative Identifiers in
Sender Party Party_One:

US

IDoc Party Name Type
Receiver:

LI

IDoc Party Name Type
Sender:

Agency

Scheme

Name

B6M_000

ALE#US

SMITH

Alternative Identifiers in
Receiver Party Party_Two:
Agency

Scheme

Name

B6M_000

ALE#LI

0000009901

Sender Party:

‘none’

Receiver Party:

‘none’

Integration Builder: Configuration

1. In the communication channel, no
identifiers are required.

B6MCLNT000

LS

IDoc Party Name Type
Receiver:

Header Mapping in
Receiver Agreement:

6.1

Receiver
(XID_112)

SYIDOC

XIDCLNT112

LS

2. In the receiver agreement, header
mappings for sender party, and
receiver party are required.
Leave sender party and receiver
party empty.

6.2

Execute the Scenario

1. Send an IDoc with sender partner
SMITH of type User (US), and
receiver partner 9901 of type
Vendor (LI).
The IDoc Outbound header section
indicates that the parties are
replaced by the corresponding
logical systems.

7 Case 5: Party (≠LS) Æ Partyless Receiver
This case is also relevant to RNIF, since RNIF requires parties (RNIF Æ IDoc).
Sender
(B6M_000)

Integration
Server
(U6D_700)

SYIDOC

Outbound IDoc header record:

IDoc Party Name Type
Sender:

SMITH

Inbound IDoc header record:

Alternative Identifiers in
Sender Party Party_One:

US

Receiver:

0000009901

LI

Scheme

B6M_000

ALE#US

SMITH

XID_112

ALE#KU

0000010053

Alternative Identifiers in
Receiver Party Party_Two:
Agency

Scheme

Name

B6M_000

ALE#LI

0000009901

Sender:

Agency

Scheme

XID_112

ALE#KU

Header Mapping in
Receiver Agreement:
Receiver Party:

Integration Builder: Configuration

1. In the communication channel, only
identifiers for the sender are
required.

0000010053

KU

Name

Alternative Identifiers in
Communication Channel:

7.1

IDoc Party Name Type
Sender:

Agency

IDoc Party Name Type

Receiver
(XID_112)

SYIDOC

‘none’

IDoc Party Name Type
Receiver:

XIDCLNT112

LS

2. In the receiver agreement, a header
mapping for the receiver party is
required.
Leave the receiver party empty.

7.2

Execute the Scenario

1. Send an IDoc with sender partner
SMITH of type User (US), and
receiver partner 9901 of type
Vendor (LI).
The IDoc Outbound header section
indicates that the receiver party is
replaced by the corresponding
logical systems.

8 Case 6: Partyless (LS) Æ Party (≠LS)
Sender
(B6M_000)

Integration
Server
(U6D_700)

SYIDOC

Outbound IDoc header record:

IDoc Party Name Type
Sender:

B6MCLNT000

Receiver
(XID_112)

SYIDOC

Inbound IDoc header record:

Alternative Identifiers in
Sender Party Party_One:

LS

IDoc Party Name Type
Sender:

Agency

Scheme

Name

XID_112

ALE#KU

0000010053

0000010053

KU

Alternative Identifiers in
Receiver Party Party_Two:
IDoc Party Name Type
Receiver:

XIDCLNT112

LS

Agency

Scheme

Name

XID_112

ALE#LI

0000087021

Alternative Identifiers in
Communication Channel:
Agency

Scheme

Sender:

XID_112

ALE#KU

Receiver:

XID_112

ALE#LI

Header Mapping in
Receiver Agreement:

8.1

IDoc Party Name Type
Receiver:

Sender Party:

Party_One

Receiver Party:

Party_Two

Integration Builder: Configuration

1. In the receiver determination, select
the party-less sender service
B6M_000, the sender interface
SYIDOC.SYIDOC01, and the partyless receiver service XID_112.

0000087021

LI

2. In the receiver agreement, header
mappings for sender party and
receiver party are required.
Replace the sender party with
Party_One, and the receiver party
with Party_Two.

3. In the communication channel, you
have to define identifiers for the
sender and receiver.

8.2

Execute the Scenario

1. Send an IDoc of partner type LS
(logical system).
The IDoc Outbound header section
indicates that the partner names and
types are replaced according to the
alternative identifiers.

9 Case 7: Partyless Sender Æ Party (≠LS)
This case is also relevant to RNIF, since RNIF requires parties (IDoc Æ RNIF).
Sender
(B6M_000)

Integration
Server
(U6D_700)

SYIDOC

Outbound IDoc header record:

IDoc Party Name Type
Sender:

B6MCLNT000

Receiver
(XID_112)

SYIDOC

Inbound IDoc header record:

Alternative Identifiers in
Sender Party Party_One:

LS

IDoc Party Name Type
Sender:

Agency

Scheme

Name

XID_112

ALE#KU

0000010053

0000010053

KU

Alternative Identifiers in
Receiver Party Party_Two:
IDoc Party Name Type
Receiver:

0000009901

LI

Agency

Scheme

Name

B6M_000

ALE#LI

0000009901

XID_112

ALE#LI

0000087021

Alternative Identifiers in
Communication Channel:
Agency

Scheme

Sender:

XID_112

ALE#KU

Receiver:

XID_112

ALE#LI

Header Mapping in
Receiver Agreement:
Sender Party:

9.1

Party_One

Integration Builder: Configuration

1. In the receiver determination, select
the party-less sender service
B6M_000, the sender interface
SYIDOC.SYIDOC01, and the
receiver service XID_112 with party
Party_Two.

IDoc Party Name Type
Receiver:

0000087021

LI

2. In the receiver agreement, a header
mapping for the sender party is
required.
Replace the sender party with
Party_One.

3. In the communication channel, you
have to define identifiers for the
sender and receiver.

9.2

Execute the Scenario

1. Send an IDoc with sender partner
type LS, and receiver partner type
LI.
The IDoc Outbound header section
indicates that the partner names and
types are replaced according to the
alternative identifiers.
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